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CAMPUS BRIEFS
Uranus

meeting will be Wayne Booth of
the University of Chicago.
Booth will lecture on "Rhetoric
of Protest and Response." A reception will follow in the honors
center lounge of Zimmerman
Library

Uranus will be the focus of the
UNM observatory open house
May 13 from 8:30-10:30 p.m.
The observatory is located on the
south fringe of the north golf
course. The observatory is free
and open to the public each
Thursday during the semester,
weather permitting.

Flamenco Dancers
The Lili del Castillo Flamenco
Troupe will appear at 8:15 p.m.
May 14 at the Union Ballroom.
Castillo and her troupe have
studied in Spain with one of the
foremost of Spain's flamenco
dancers, Regia Ortega.
Tickets are $1.25 for students
and $2.50 for non-students.

Fiesta Booths
Anyone interested in maintaining a booth for Fiesta on May 10
from 1 to 5 p.m., should contact
Eleanor Romero at 277-4274 before May 14. There will be no
service charge, but booths must
be provided by the individual or
group.

Meditation Society

Initiation services for Phi Kappa
Phi, national honorary society,
will be held May 13, at 7:30 p.m.
in the Kiva. Guest speaker for the

CLASSIFIED

Wayne'Booth

ADVERTISING

WHERE; Journalism Building. Room
205, afternoons preferably or man.
Classified Advertising
UNM P.O. Box 20
Albuquerque, N.M. 87105
TERMS: Payment must be made in full prior to insertion of advertisement

1)

PERSONALS

PEOPLE COME TOGETHER, learn about
homosexuality, biscx.ua.lity, vanscxuality.
Friday, 3-5 PM, Amistad Honors
Lounge. 5/14
RESIDENTS HALLS COUNCIL OFFERS
three $300 tuitions to be nwnrded to
student!~ pla.nning to live in the Residence Halls. For information call 277-

6578 or 277-8695. 5/18
FREE UNLlMITED SPECIAL; conversation, alternative:~, friendly }loople, in\ formation. referrals, and coffee. At
Agora., N.W. corner Mesa Vista. 277..
3013. 5/14
NOTICE: ALL CLASSIFIED ADS must
be in by 3 p.m. to run the following dny.

2J

LOST & FOUND

GRAY MALE CAT, part siamese, with
blue eyes-hns worn collar-none on
now. 2~8-3882. 5/10
FOUND; SLIDE RULE, found in Science
Lecture l>all. 277·4680. 5/19
LOST: KNAPSACK IN YALE PARK,
b'riday night. $16.00 rewnrd. 255-1469
after 5:00 PM. 5/13
LOST; LONG-HAIRED SIAMESE, in
vicinity of UNM, call 277-2965. 5/18
PERSON WHO TOOK BOOKS, notebooks
and folder of papers from SUB Bookstore shelves. please turn in notebooks
and esPecially irreplaceable papers to

SUB loot and found. No questions. 5/13
LOST; :;t 1NCH RED AND gold turtle
pin. Southwest area of campus. Sentimental value. Phone: 298-1772. 5/14

3)

SERVICES

DRAFI'ING: CURVES, graphs, elcctromechi ink, pencil or Plastic. After 6
nnd weekends. Mozer, 268-1258. 5/17
TYPING SERVICE-reasonable rate. 9809
Salem N.E. 296-8349. 5/13
WATER COLOR PAlNT1NG and drawing
N.M. Jands_cape with experienced teache-r/artist; Reasonable fee, June, July,
August sessions. Contact Brnce Childs for
information. 1200 Wilmoore S.E. Tel;
243-3393. 5/17
PASSPORT, NATURALIZATION, nppJi.
cation or identification photos, fast, and
inexpensive. Near UNM. Either call
265-2444, or come to 1717 Girard N.E.
5/6

4)

FORRENT

SUMMER SUBLET-I! bedroom ho~
UNM-265-3212 after 6. 5/17

5)

FORSALE

PANASONIC MODULAR STEREO 8YS. ·
TEM.
Complete
with
AM·l<'M-FM
stereo multiplex tuner. Solid state am.
plifier with ret. 4 speed turntable with
diamond needle. 4 speaker system. Head
phones. Bought 9 months ago for
$249.95. Will sell for $160.00. Call 2686048. 5/17
WEDDING GOWN. Elegant, crepe, size
7/8. Veil. Reasonable. Tel: 266-5179.
5/18
1964 TRIUMPH SPITFIRE with three
tops, recently _overhauled, $450, 124
Hnl"'ard S.E., Apt, 27, 6/18
1949 FORD liALF'·TON Pickup, _VS, 4spccd, runs good, body old. $126. Call
2775405 or 1·867-2671. 5/12
TELEFUNKEN SPEAKERS, ~ speakers
in ®ch cabinet $80. Sony TC-355 tape
deck $80. New RCA Portable $75. Must
sell, Call Rich 842-8210.
SOLID GOLD 1967 GTO convert. P.S.,
P.B. Call 256-7786. 5/13
YAMAUA 175 ENDUR0-1800 milw.
$425, 255-4657. 5/13
AKO BASSETT, male, 1 yr. soulful empath. Price variable with lodging. 265t
. 3819. 5/13
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Health Fair

French Drama

RATES: 7c per word, 20 word mini..
mum ( $1.40) per time run. 1! nd is to
tun five or more consecutive days with
no changes the rate is reduced to 6c
per word and the minimum number of
words to 10.

RIDE EAST COAST FOR TWO needed
first week in June. Will share driving
and expenses. Call 266-4196. 5/19
G01NG TO 1NDIANA 1N JUNE!
Wanted-someone to pull small U-Haul
or to share larger truck. Call 299-0165.
5/13

David Johnson, assistant
professor of English, will lead an
Amistad Faculty forum on
"Remnants of Ritual and Myth in
America" at 7 p.m. May 13 at the
Honors Center Lounge, The
forum is free.

_Poets, singers or anyone with
any sort of talent who wishes to
appear in the May 20 "Do Your
Thing Gig," for Fiesta must register by May 14. For information,
call 4995.
''Leo Burckart," a French
drama written by Gerard de
Nerval will be presented at 8 p.m.
May 16 in the Kiva by a UNM
theater class taught by Claude M.
Book.
The play will be presented in
French with .English commentary,

Phi Kappa Phi

American Ritual and Myth

Various ways of teaching
elementary school children about
drugs, mental health, sex, family
responsibilities and other topics
will be illustrated in about 50
exhibits at the Health Education
Fair May 13 and 14 at Santa
Barbara Center, 1410 Edith NE.
Displays will be open from
9:30 a.m. until 4:30 p.m. both
days. The fair is sponsored by the
health education department of
UNM.

Talent Wanted

Steve Baggs, who studied under
Maharishi Mahesh Yogi, will deliver the concluding segment of a
two-part lecture May 13 at 3 and
8 p.m. The lecture is sponsored by
the S~udents International Meditation Society.

Admission will be 25 cents for
students and 50 cents for
non-students.

5)

Wayne Booth, widely-known
literary critic and writer, will
lecture at UNM May 13-14
sponsored by the Carl Garbo
Memorial Fund, which brings
distinguished lecturers to campus.
"The Rhetoric of Protest and
Response" will be the topic for
the May 13 speech at 7:30 p.m. in
the Kiva.
At 8 p.m. May 14 in room 218
of the Fine Arts Center, Booth
will lecture on "Five Respectable
Things to do to a Literary Work."

(PIO) An American Indian Art
show, covering a time span from
700 B.C. to the present, opens at
the UNM Art Museum's lower
gallery at 1 p.m. May 16 and will
remain on display through Aug. 1.
The show is designed from an
aesthetic viewpoint based on
western civilization using the
visual perspective; that is, objects
are presented as forms to be
appreciated through sight rather
than touch, or as part of a
cultural-anthropological complex.
There is a mural recovered from
a kiva, intact, and displayed for
the first time. It is believed to be
the first such exhibit of its type
anywhere.
.
There is a beaded baby carrier,
made from thousands of tiny
beads woven into an intricate
pattern.
Silver, turquoise and copper
jewelry abound, as do woodwork,
leather goods, weaving, ceramic
objects and paintings.

By SUE MAJOR
ASUNM President Ken White
Wednesday sent a recommendation to Senate for a budget totaling $239,579. The last ASUNM
budget, defeated April 28 by 978
to 722, also recommended allocations totaling about $240,000, but
White's request has rearranged
some funding priorities.
White termed his proposed budjet "very realistic and more or
less all-encompassing."
"No group could be too dissatisfied-we've attempted to fund
all areas," he said,
Senate Finance Committee is
still holding budget hearings and
has not yet drawn up a final proposal. Students are expected to
vote on a final budget before the
end of the year.
The Union crafts area, which
helped organize a campaign to
defeat the last budget, would receive a slight increase under
White's proposals from $3143 to
$3609.
The crafts area personnel computed their first request under the
last budget incorrectly, and asked
too much in salaries, White said.
Once that was corrected, however, he recommended the increase "which will be enough to

The entire exhibit was selected
from the UNM Maxwell Museum
of Anthropology, the Museum of
New Mexico and Seton Memorial
Museum in Cimarron.
The American Indian Art show
was arranged as a problem in
museology by students working at
the Maxwell Museum under
direction of its acting director,
John M. Campbell; Curator J. J.
Brody and Registrar Marion
Rodee, and the Fine Arts Museum
staff headed by Robert M. Ellis,
director and Louise M. Lewis,
curator.
Students, drawn from several
disciplines who worked on the
show, are Beth Brawley, Sterling
Coke, Christina Hansche, Paula
Lowery, Glennda Marsh, Rudi
Mondragon, Carole Olson, Pan
Rutland, Kathleen Schwartzman,
Susan Smith and Lyle Shaker.
The leaps of impulse are greater
than the bounds of reason.

Iko~py korner

siMMs_

BUILDIN;~J·

247·4406

High Speed XEROX COPIES-Be-No Limit

Reduction Work-Reduce from any size up to 14" by 18" down to 81,2" " 11
Computer printouts, engineering drawings, accounting workshee1s, organization
~arts, oversized periodicals and book.1.

~~~

give them the extra equipment
they asked for."
Intramural and Recreation
The allocation to Intramural
and Recreation Board also caused
dissatisfaction with the last budget. Under the defeated budget,
Intramurals would have received
a $10,000 fund-transfer from this
year's allocation, but no additional funds. Board personnel contended they needed an additional
$10,000.
White recommended the board
receive $2000 in addition to the
$10,000 transfer, for a total of
$12,000. "The committee will be
revamped to clarify the jurisdiction as far as what areas will be
funded under it," White added.
The Child Day Care Center, under White's requests, would receive $3500 instead of the $2600
they would have gotten under the
original budget.
Ec1ual Funding
GSA and ASUNM fund the center equally, with GSA basing its
recommendations on ASUNM
recommendations.
The Women's Coordinating Center, another area of student dissatisfaction in the budget, would
be allocated $100 under White's
budget rather than the $550 the

last Senate recommended.
White is asking $22,155 for
governmental expenses, an increase of almost $10,000 over this
year. The defeated budget asked
$19,065 for governmental expenses.
Under White's budget, the salary for a full-time ASUNM secretary would be increased from
$5800 to $6305 and the salary for
the Senate secretary would be increased from $'720 to $900. Educational grants, which cover the
salaries and tuition for the president and vice president, would be
increased from $4215 to $487 5.
Expense accounts for the executive offices would be increased
from $630 to $1625, The executive contingency fund would go
from $750 to $800.
"The reason {~tr the increase
is the salaries are for 13 months
instead of 12 so that in case the
budget is voted down again, the
people will get paid for that extra month until a budget passes.
I also made the expense account
for the vice president for 12
months instead of just nine because we're going to be here all
year," White explained.
Money for Audit
In addition, the budget would

the original uncut version
"I)

NEW RCA TV portable $75, Must sell.
Call Rich 842-8210. 5/19
1964 HARLEY SPORSTER. 268-3086. 5/17
SKI BOOTS SIZE 10, almost new. $50.
Call Charles Hughe'l, 243-0995. 5/17
COMPLETELY ORGANIC FERTILIZER
-Not manure or compoat. Hn.s valuable
unprocessed trace minerals. $3.60 for 50
lbs. Gill! 268·9206.
JUST RECEIVED 5 new component systems, These systems have AF-FM multiplex tuners with blackout dial nnd stereo
S-track player. Also comes complete with
large delux Garrard changer and separate boxed-in speakers. $110.05 each or
terms. United Freight Sales, 3920 San
Mateo N.E., Open 9 to 9. 5/10
COMPLETE LINE OF LIGHTWEIGHT
foods for outdoorsmen-Rich-Moor and
Wilson brnnds-introdul!tory sale: les.a
10%. 5/21
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Today & Tomorrow Only

HILAND

STUDENTS $1.50

265•4575

Photo by Wayne McNeeley

Bike Action
NEW MEXICO LOBO
ClASStFJED ADVERTISING
University P.O. Box 20, UNM, Albuquerque; N. M. 87106

Student Posse Halts Bike Rip-Off

RATES, 7¢ per word, $1.40 minimum (that's 20 words)
5¢ per word if same ad runs flve or more consecutive times
$2.50 minimum (that's 10 words 5 times)
TERMS, Payment must be made in full prior to insertion of advertisement
CLASSIFICATIONS:
1. Persona Is
5. For Sale

2. lost & Found
6. Employment

INSERT THE FOlLOWING ADVERTISEMENT

3 Services
7. Miscellaneous

4. For Rent

~

·--TIMES STARTING----

,,

I

LADIES l Need a summer job 7 Meet people while you earn. Work where you 1ive.
For information, calll Pnt, 6293, 5/17

I

,...

MISCELLANEOUS

WANTED TO BUY: Men's or ladies 10
speed bicycle. Eveni'ngs-255•2151. 5/19
CREATIVE SUMMER DANCE PROGRAM:
Dallet,
Modern.
Bonueea:
Santo. Fe's sparkling sld~; cool nights:
Santa Fe _Opera; Indian Dances; Nntional Parks. App!i~ati0'1ls: Ballet del
Monte Sol, Box 596, _Snntn Fe, New
Mexico. (506) 988-3047. 5/12
WANTED FURNISHED within walking
distance of U.N.M. One bedroom apt,
$60-$100 Per month or two bedroom
house or npt, $50-$125 per month. Call
Donnie 242-0407. 5/14

'

II
il
/:

ENCLOSED$·----

Do you see your bike anywhere? All these bikes have been
ripped-off and later recovered by the police department.
They are now property of the City and will go up for auction
tomorrow at 9 a.m. The auction will be held at the refuse removal
plant, 5501 Pino N.E.

• H 0 ZdN OU- S tU dent SUSpeC t
P 0 llCe

EMPLOYMENT

TEACHERS WANTED. S.W. and West.
S.W. Teachers' Agency, 1303 Central
N.E. Albuquerque. Our 25th yenr, 5/21
ALASKA CALL1NG 7 Construction, oil,
fishing, cannery, teaching, gov't, aum..
mer jobs; eoat of living; !urthcr irtfo
sources. $3 cash or M.O. for second
edition. Jobs In Alaska, Box 1565, Anchorage 99501. 6/14
JOB INFORMATION. Ambitiqus men of all
trades north to Alnska and Yukon, around
82800 a month. For complete information
write to Job Research, P.O. Dox 161,
Stn..A. Toronto, Ont. Enclose $3 to cover
cost. 5/13

- ·.- -
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1969 HONDA CL-90. Excellent condition.
$215.00. 277-2571.
1967 CHEVY NOVA station wagon, air
conditioned, new tirc:J, radio; $1000. 268-8245. 5/14
CONVERTIBLE, CLEAN 1966 Comet.
$1000. 242-5226 & 242-1076. 5/19
MUST SELL CHEVY lMPALA 65, factory air, excellent condition. $875. Call
265-0513. 5/19
1970 OPEL G.T., 102 H.P., 4-speed. burglar
alarm., 4 new po]yglas tires plus 2 snow
tires, rent' window de!roater, undercoatmg. $2895, 255-1711. 6/14
BRAND NEW YAMAHA 12-Btrlng with
hard-sh<ill cnse. $150.00. 277-2571. 5/17
BLUE JEAN BELLS in all sizes. Now at
Lobo Mcn'a Shop, 2120 Central SE,

Ellis Highway Protestors
Defy Warnings of Arrest

.,.

(

PLACED BY _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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NEW MEXICO LOBO

recommended by the last Senate.
KUNM would receive $38,749, a
cut of $300.
White's budget would give
MASH $808, the Student National Education Association $1065,
the Accounting Association $535,
Spurs $535 and Agora $400. None
of these organizations was funded under the last budget.
Rally Committee, which distributes funds to the Chaparrals,
would get an increase from $1255
to $1629.
Increases and Cuts
Amistad would get· an increase
from $625 to $1300. The Poetry '
series would receive $300 instead
of the $2500 previously recommended, the Drop-In Center
would get $3140 instead of $2800,
the Draft and Military Information Center would receive $3180
instead of $2000, and ROTC
would get $355 instead of $210.
Cultural Committee would be
cut $3000 to $25,000, Students for
Environmental Action would be
cut about $100 to $1714, Consumer Affairs would receive $3680 instead of $3740, the Clinical Law
Program would receive $2613 instead of $2782, and UNM tutoring
would be allocated $172 instead of
the $204 in the original budget.

MEXICO

FORSALE

first time offer and they will go fnst at

cover a $700 ASUNM audit.
$1000 recommended for the Senate and Election Fund, $1450 for
a half-time secretary and $4500
for office expenses, are the same
amounts as in the defeated
budget.
Executive agencies would receive $5729 instead of $5684 recommended under the original budget. Advertising would still receive $600 but Statistics and Research would receive $4577 instead of $4236, and New Student
Orientation would be cut to $552
from $848.
Chicano Studies and AfroAmerican Studies both rook cuts
from the last budget. Chicano
Studies, previously recommended
$4220, would now receive $2959,
and Af1·o-American studie,~, previously r e commended $3000,
would get $1550.
Under the original budget,
Kiva Club would have gotten
$4885 and the Black Student
Union $1930. White recommended $1885 for Kiva Club and $1250
for the Black Student Union,
Native American Studies was
not recommended funds.
Under White's recommendations, The Lobo would receive
$52,150 instead of the $54,125

NEW

Q

I

$49.95 apiece. We llavc tbrendf!d them
for your inspection. Unfted Freight
Sales, 3920 San Mateo, open 9 to 9, 3/29
SUMMER SHIRTs-many colored T-shirts,
sleeveless, and string knits. $1.50 to
$12,00. Lobo Men's' Shop, 2120 Central
SE.

7)

White Rearranges Funding inNew Proposed Budget

unseen for 35 years

THREE NEW 1971 stereo consoles complete with large delux Gerrnrd changer
and 4-spcaker system. $87.60 each or
tenns. United Freight Sales, 3920 San
Mateo, open 9 to 9. 4/5
FIVE NEW STEREO amplifiers with AM·
FM multiplex tuner and 4-speaker system. Has inputs tor tape nnd phono.
$69.95 or terms. United Freight Sales,
3920 San Mateo, open 9 to 9. 4/5
1971 SINGER SEWING MACHINES.
never been used. (7) fully equipped to
zig-zag, make buttonholes, etc. This is a

6)

Indian Art Display.D·ebuts
May 16 at UNM Museum

~

!
'•'
I'

A juvenile non-UNM student
was being held on 'charges of
petty larceny last night after he
was seen stealing a bicycle from
a rack on campus late yesterday
afternoon.
Police presently have the bike
in their office waiting for the
owner to com~ in and report it
stolen so they can return it.
Campus Police Sgt. Leo Lucero
credits four UNM students, witnesses to the theft, with catching
the suspect.
Campus P a ·t; r o 1m an Fred
Couffer one of the arresting offi'

First Lady Defends
Martha's Big Mouth
TULSA- Okla. (UPI) - Mrs.
Richard Nixon Thursday defended the right of Mrs. Martha
Mitchell to speak out on -subjects
she feels like speaking out about.
"As for myself," said tho nation's First Lady, "I only talk
on subjects of which I am really
info1·med."

Friday, May 14, 1971

cers said a girl witness saw two
boy~ pick a lock off a bike chained
to a rack at the northeast corner
of the biology b'::ilding, 9ne of
the two rode off on the b1ke toward Redondo, and two ma~e witnesses began to chase h1m. A
fourth witness, on a motorcycle,
also joined in the chase, nearly
running down the su~pect by
Marron Hall, Gouger sa1d.
_
The suspect dropped the bike
and ran across the park behind
Sara Rey11olds Hall and across
Central Avenue. The students
continued to chase him, finally
catching him in the parking lot
of Henry's Hamburgers.
In the meantitne, the girl witness had reported the incident to
the Campus Police, who arrived
at the lot to make the arrest,
Couffer said.
"The fact these four students
took it upon themselves to chase
the suspect and even hold him
until we arrived is very creditable," said Lucero.
"Man;,t students are apathetic.
They'd see someone take a bike

and think, 'What the heck; 1t
isn't mine.' If it wasn't fo; these
four students, we wouldn t have
caught him," Lucero added.
The second suspect, as yet u~
identified, ran betwe7n. the hiology and geolo~y bulldmp and
escaped, the pohceman s~1d.
Names o~ the four w1tnesses
were u.navmlable to The Lobo at
press t1me.

Despite a Forest Service warning that anyone caught planting a
tree on the Ellis Loop Forest
Highway swath will be arrested,
Gerald Bordin, coordinating the
tree-planting told the Lobo the
trees will be on the mountain
Saturday.
No one will be coerced into
planting the trees and going
against the Forest Service order
forbidding planting, said Bardin.
It will be the individual's decision, he added whether to risk a
maximum penalty of $500 and
six months in jail, or just walk
along with the other protestors.
At a press conference yesterday, ::.\fordin said Wallace Lloyd,
supcrviso1· of the Cibola National
Forest had expressed concern
over the type and health of Douglas Firs the group intends to
plant. Bardin assured Lloyd the
trees were of a specie indiginous
to the area and were in good
health.
Denial
Lloyd denied the planting permit Wednesday because, he said,
granting the permit would have
been "a direct violation of a directive of the Secretary of the
Interior."
At the press conference, Bar-

i''''

harm the environment, what
about a road?"
The tree-planting coalition will
leave for Ellis Loop Forest Highway from Johnson Gym at 9:15
a.m. Saturday.
According to a leaflet distributed .by the group, anyone needing
a ride to the site can get one at
the starting point.
Dennis Hopper, producer/director of "Easy Rider" was invited
to attend the planting session, but
could not be in Albuquerque
Saturday. He released a letter declaring his solidarity with the
group.
Wanton
The letter read, in part: "I
hope that through our efforts as
concerned individuals the public
conscience can be stirred into
greater opposition to these kinds
of unwarranted and wanton acts
of ecological destruction before
the last of the country's wild
areas are completely exploited."
Monday night, the Albuquerque City Commission rejected a
plea for a 120-delay in construction of a housing development on
the west face of the Sandia
:Mountains.
"I hope that's going to be an
impetus to get people started on
this," said Bordin.

"If'"'".,. go'••"

·

Finance Committee
Debates New Budget
The ASUNM Senate Finance
Committee will hold budget hearings this week prior to submitting
a new budget to the Student
Senate.
The committee will meet from
3:30 to 6:30 and 7:30 to 9:30
p.m. every day this week.
Committee chairman Jerry
Buckner has placed a sign up sheet
011 the bulletin board outside the
ASUNM offices for groups to
select a hearing time.
The budget hearings are open
to the public.

,.:.
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l'hoto by Chuck

Labs

~'cit

Pictured above are some of the
facilities in the School of
Medicine labs. "How did you say
it all started, Dr. Jeckle?"
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Lack of Bicycle Racks
Results in Varied Hazards
Editorial

Plant . Jn Versus Forest Service

The U.S. Government is trying to direct
public action again.
This time they're trying to deter people
from planting new trees on the Sandia
Mountains.
Cibola National Forest supervisor Wallace
Lloyd announced Wednesday that people
who take part in tomorrow's tree plant-in will
be issued citations carrying a maximum
penalty of $500 in fines and six months in
jail.
The tree plant-in was called to protest the
proposed Ellis Loop Forest Highway to
Sandia Crest. Leaders of the walk-in hope to
plant 100 fir trees in a path already cleared
for the highway.
In a press release handed out yesterday
the leaders of the plant-in announced they
will not be deterred from trying to save the
Sandias from being further mutilated. They

are still planning to plant their trees
tomorrow.
It probably wasn't the leaders that Lloyd
hoped to frighten off anyway, but the
common ordinary everyday people who
wanted to help but probably won't now
because of the threat of a citation hanging
over their heads.
Lloyd qualified the Forest Service's
intentions with "we will have some people"
on the mountain Saturday to issue the
citations. This tends to leave one wondering
about the real intentions .of the Forest
Service.
Hopefully, people won't be frightened off
but a possible $500 fine is sure to be a
determining factor in someone's attitude
toward saving the environment. Especially if
the someone involved is a student.
The U.S. Government may win again.

By F. N. ANSEL
From the Arizona State Press
(Editor's Note: Anyone walking across the UNM campus
can eaily notice the lack of bicycle racks and the resultant
hazards.)
There have been letters to the editor and a couple of
articles in this newspaper regarding bicycles and pedestrians
on campus. One person even wrote wanting to know if he
could collect damages in the event a bicycle collided with
him.
It has been my privilege and pleasure to bicycle and pedest
around campus. It was my experience that automobiles drove
me off the roadway and pedestrians crowded me off the Mall.
My bicycle, as far as campus life is concerned, has been
retired.
There are arguments in favor of both factions. Some
cyclists ride pell mell down the Mall and pedestrians had best
beware. However, there are pedestrians who suddenly change
course, stand in the middle of everywhere for casual
conversations and even walk backward to confuse the unwary
cyclist.
One thing is strongly in favor of pedestrians on campus,
however, They have nothing to park. Our crop of cyclists
seem to think that any surface which is neither vertical nor
occupied is a parking place.
They have a particular affinity for building entrances.
Someone has apparently told them a bike is handy because it
goes from "door-to-door" and, by thunder, they believe it.
Some even chain their bikes to railings, lamp posts and
such to be sure the door block is really effective.
.
Some have developed this into a form of art. They can
figure out how to park their two-wheeler crossways and
thereby block three times as much pedestrian traffic.
You look like a bright type. Can you imagine what I'd do
if I were the Campus Fire Marshal? Right on, baby! I would!
Then there is the individually creative bike parker who
does not require a flock of bicycles to create a pedestrian
traffic jam. First she finds a narrow sidewalk. She parks her
bike on the walkway and then takes her tired body over to a
cool shady spot in the grass where she can meditate or read.
The pedestrian using that walkway is then blocked by an
unattended bike. He can walk on the grass to go around or he
may lift the bike off the walk or, 1 suppose, he can kick the
damned thing out of the way.
Peace, baby! And Love! You do your thing, But, please,
let me do my thing.
While you wonder at my audacity at asking for reasonable
freedom and convenience to enter or leave a building,
remember that if there should be a fire, for a maybe, it could
be your bike that traps you!
While you marvel at my ego in wanting to be able to walk
along a walkway, your bike just might come down with a
severe case of flat tire and you could be reduced to (ugh!)
hoofing it and find your way blocked-with your two both
hands full of books, bags, briefcases, art pads, guitars and
frisbees, yet.
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"Quick-the gun!"

Indians Close Ranks Behind Red Power
ByPAULPLATERO
From the BYU Daily Universe
Across the nation, Indian leaders and Indian people are rallying
behind a movement which is often
labelled "Red Power." Young and
old alike are joining together and
forming forces and groups to promote the cause of Indian self-determination. Since the Red Power
label began to hit the news media,
people have often wondered what
it stood for.
Red Power is the right of free
agency, the right of self-government, the right to determine one's
own future, the right to he free
from. outside domination, and thP
assertion of pride on one's own
culture and heritage.
For centuries, the American
Indian has been dominated by
white power, They have lived
through decades of the degrading
administration of federal programs. Chief Dan George, the Indian actor who received an Academy Award nomination for his
performance in "Little Big Man,"
explained, "We haven't got a
problem. It's your problem. You
don't like the way we live, and
in the last 100 years we have had
to change our way of life.''
Indians are now saying, "Let us
make our own decisions, choose
our own style of life, make our
own mistakes and then let us live
with the consequences.''
Red Power advocates the taking
over of Indian affairs by the Indian themselves. Indians want the
chance to govern themselves
without outside domination and
manipulation. Dr, Babe Billy, a social scientist at BYU, says, 11!
don't like the idea that we have
to choose between Church and
Red Power. Indians have to use
power sometimes to bring about
changes that benefit Indians." He
stressed the Indian power is here
to stay and that it will gain its
objective.
Page 2

Indian militants are Indians
who believe in Red Power, but
many of them are irrational and
behave irresponsibly. They often
resort to demonstrations and
sometimes to violence. This irresponsible behavior damages Indian progress and places the hope
of Indian self-government in
jeopardy. Some gun-toting militants are destroying what Indians
truly want. They have fashioned
themselves after some of the
violence-minded movements that
fight for different causes. But
these extremists do not represent
the main body or thrust of the
Red Power movement, even
though they get most of the publicity.
Legal means now are being used
to achieve Red Power. Many Indians now are preparing themselves with the whiteman's legal
bible for future confrontations
with the Whiteman's attornies in
the courtrooms.
The Legal Defense and Education Department of the NAACP
has conducted studies of some 60
Indian schools in Arizona, New
Mexico, North and South Dakota,
New York, Oregon, Oklahoma
and Montana. Following the
study, the NAACP reported:
"By every standard, Indians
receive the worst education of
any children in the country. They
attend shabby, over-crowded public schools which lack even basic
resources.''
The study said that Indian children often never receive services
for which schools were given special funds. This includes money
for books, school supplies, lunches, transportation, guidance counseling, athletic and other school
fees.
Indians are trying to improve
the poor quality of the education
offered them through self-determination in education. The Rough
Rock Demonstration School on th,e

Navajo Reservation is one example of Indian control or Indian
education. Navajos there are involved in all phases of the school,
including administration, hiring
and firing, curriculum design and
community education programs.
The board of directors are all
Navajos and the board of education consists entirely of local N avajos.
The Navajo Community College,
Many Farms, Arizona, recently
created the Navajo College Council, which is composed of Navajo
instructors and other college personnel who represent all departments of the college. The student
body president is a member of
the all-Navajo Board of Regents,
and possesses equal voting privileges. Before the formation of
the council, nan-N avajos controlled most of the operation of the
college, Now the college is under
the direction and control of the
Navajos.
.
Another example of Red Power
in action is that of the Zuni
Pueblo of New Mexico where the
Zunis have recently taken complete control of the Bureau of Indian Affairs operation and services on their reservation. 'rhis includes road construction and
maintenance, education, public
services, etc. The Zuni Pueblo

calls the shots as to what they qualified and not ready to take
want according to their needs.
over," and to brand Indian power
The Ramah school in New advocates as militants and radMexico was an abandoned public ieals.
school. It was closed down in
Anyone who denies an Indian
1968 by the l\IcKinley County Red Power is actually denying
School District because of insuffi- him the freedom of choice or,
cient operating funds. Children more relevant to our conceptions,
were then bused apporoximately free agency. It was Satan who
50 miles to Gallup to attend tried to deny men free agency,
school. The Ramah Navajo Com- and those who try to deny Indians
munity, with the aid of Dine free agency are following in the
bee'iina' Nahiilnaah bee Aga footsteps of our fallen brother
'diit'aahi (Attornies for the re- and they, too, will fall.
vitalization of Navajo Life, an
Vine Deloria, author of "Custer
OI~O-funded legal aid service),
Died for Your Sins," said "The
completed negotiations with the primary goal and purpose of Incounty school district to operate dians today is not for someone
and control their own school. The to feel sor1•y for us and claim
Ramah school is now about to descent from Pocahontas to make
complete its first year as an In- us feel better. Nor do we need to
dian controlled and directed school. be classified as semi-white and
Like the Rough Rock and Navajo have programs and policies made
Community College they decide to bleach us further. Nor do W()
their own curriculum. Ramah is need further studies to see if we
with a further example of the are feasible. We need a new polconstructive results of Indian icy by Congress aclmowledging
power in action.
our right to live in peace free
Meanwhile, those non-Indians from arbitrary harassment. We
who control and direct Indian need the public at large to drop
programs, feel threatened by In- the myths in which it has
dian power but they have no real clothCld us for so long. We need
argument against Indian power fewer and fewer 'experts' on
except to brand Indians as "not Indians."

Four UNM Student~ Win
Indian Speech Invitational
Four students from UNM's
Native American Studies Center
took first place in debate at the
first American Indian invitational
speech tournament last weekend,
although none of the four had any
previous debating experience.
The tournament, held at
Dartmouth, was begun "because
they wanted to hold a rap session
and this was the best way to do
it," said Gen Chato, one of the
UNM team.
1 0 schools, all with Native
American Studies programs and
some with regular debate teams,
attended the tournament.
"I think our Native American
Studies program was a factor in
our winning. All these other
schools had programs or
something similar to this program,
and I think it shows how effective

ASUNM Committees
Have Job Openings
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Lili del Castillo will dance with
her flamenco troupe May 14 at
8:15 p.m. in the Union Ballroom.
Guitary players are (left to right)
Callao Chico, Pedrico and Luis
Campos. The troupe has studied
in Spain with master flamenco
dancer Regia Ortega. Admission is
$2.50-$1.25 for students.

Students wishing to apply for a
position on a student or
student-faculty committee may
pick up an application at the
ASUNM offices and sign up for an
interview with the Senate
Presidential Appointments
Conunittee.
Four positions are open on the
ASUNM Elections Commission;
three on Union Board; three on
Student Publications; one on
Speakers Committee; two on
University Standards; three on
Cultural Committee; and four on
Teacher and Course Evaluation.
In addition, there are three
openings on Public Affairs; three
openings on Student Lobby; ~nd
one opening on the ASUNM Fdm
Committee.
National and International
Affairs has one position open; the
International Center two;
National Students Association
three; Program Directorate two;
Rally Committee four; a!'ld ~he
Committee on the Umverstty
three.
Students who were appointed
to committees under former
ASUNM President Eric Nelson
must re·apply for the position,
said Presidential Appointments
Chairman John Boudreaux.
AS UNM is also seeking
applicants for Senate assistants to
act as liaisons between Se11ate and
organizations on campus,

our is," said Regis Clauschee,
another debater,
"I think the basic difference
why we won is that we're in an
area with a large Indian
population-they are active and
politically involved in this state,"
he said.
Clauschee said he was familiar
with the topic-whether Indian
education should continue to be
controlled by the Bureau of
Indian Affairs or whether it
should be left to the tribal
councils-partly because of a class
in current Indian problems, taught
by Native American Studies
Director Dick Wilson.
Team member Joe Little, who
had "some high school speech
experience," chose the other three
members-Chato, Clauschee, and
Jerry Cordova-because of "their
experience and interest in the
topic and their different views."
Little and Chato debated the
negative side of the question,
citing better control and better
use of funds for Indian education
under the BIA.
Clauschee and Cordova took
the positive side, stressing the
moral and legal aspects of turning
Indian education over to the tribe.

Talent \Vanted
Poets singers or anyone with
any sort of talent who wishes to
appear in the M~y 20 "Do Yo;ur
Thing Gig," for Ftesta. must re~ps
ter by May 14. For mformat10n,
call 4995.

QUaRt€RS
tounqe &
BaR--B--Q
SCHLI'JVL
$3.84/case
96c/6 pack
Send a child to camp

905

yale se

I-Iouse, Senate Committee
Approve Funds for SST
WASHINGTON (UPI)-A Senate committee joined the House
Thursday in approving $85.3 million more for development work
on the Supersonic Transport
(SST) despite Boeing Co's claim
it could cost up to $1 billion to
revive the futuristic jetliner project.
The
Senate Appropriations
Committee voted 13 to 7 against
Sen. William Proxmire's move to
delete the SST money from a
supplemental appropriations bill.
The committee acted a few
hours after Boeing chairman
William Allen said it could take
up to $1 billion to resurrect the
1,800-mile-an-hour plane that
Congress voted to kill in March.
Proxmire, (D-Wis.) a leader in
the fight to halt government participation in the SST project,
called Allen's statement the
"clincher" against reviving the
project.
But the committee, headed by
Sen. Allen J. Ellender, (D-La.),
did not go along with Proxmire
and voted to give the SST at
least $85.3 million more toward
.development of two prototype
planes and their testing.
The House, in a surp1•ise move
Wednesday, reversed itself and
vited 201 to 197 to give the project that much more federal help.
But Allen said that was only a
drop in the bucket.
The SST's $85.3 million was
contained in a supplemental appropriations bill carrying funds
for a variety of government programs, from postal wages to food
stamps. The committee approved
the bill as well as a continuing
resolution, which will keep all established programs paid at previous levels until the SST controversy is decided-~vhich could
be weeks away.
Voting in Committee to delete
the SST money, besides Proxmire,
were Sens. John 0. Pastore, (DR.I.); Joseph M. Montoya, (D-

Booth Lecture
Literary critic Wayne Booth
will lecture May 14 at 8 p.m. in
room 218 of the Fine Arts Center
on "Five Respectable to do a
Literary Work."
Booth a professor of English at
the un'iversity of Chicago, is
author of "Rhetoric of Fiction"
and "Now Don't Try to Reason
with Me," 'The lecture is free and
open to the public.
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N.M.); Margaret Chase Smith,
(R-Maine); Clifford P. Case, (RN.J.); Edward W. Brooke, (RMass.); and Ellender.
Voting to keep the money in
the bill were Sens. John L. McClellan, (D-Ark.); Wanen G.
Magnuson, (D-Wash.); Alan Bible, (D-Nev.); Robert C. Byrd,
(D-W.Va.); Daniel K. Inoyue, (DHawaii); Ernest F. Hollings, (DS.C.); Milton R. Young, (R-N.D.);
Roman L. Hruska, (R-Neb.); Gordon Allott, (R-Colo.); Norris Cotton, (R-N.H.); Hiram L. Fong,
(R-Hawaii), and J. Caleb Boggs,
(R-Ile!.). A proxy in favor of
keeping the money was cast for
Sen. Karl E. Mundt, (R-S.D.),
who is recovering at home from
a stroke.
But Ellender said he doubted
the full Senate would go along
with the committee in voting to
revive the project. "I think it's
still dead," he told reporters.
"It's that simple."
Ellender was asked if he
thought Boeing still wanted the
project revived. "I don't think
they would cry about it if we let
it die," he replied.
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MEXICO CITY (UPI)-Some
102 peasants have traveled more
than 1200 miles to begin a new
life in a sparsely populated jungle
territory as the vanguard of the
Mexican government's voluntary
resettlement program.
The peasants abandoned their
homes in the rugged central
mountain state of Michoacan for
the tropical Yucatan Peninsula
territory of Quintana Roo, which
is bounded by the Caribbean,
Guatemala and British Honduras.
The government paid the
peasants' moving expenses and has
given each family 14 acres near
Quintana Roo's only cities,
Chetumal and Carrillo Puerto.
There was no land available for
redistribution in drought-stricken
Michoacan, where the peasants
scratched out a daily income that
averaged about $1.50.
President Luis Echeverria
proposed the voluntary
resettlement of peasants in
Quintana Roo, a Maryland-sized
region with a population of
52,000. He said the lush jungle
was a valuable potential source of
food and industrial products.
Echeverria also said inducing
peasants to settle in Quintana Roo
and other underpopulated areas
would reverse the movement of
farm workers to the cities. This
was largely responsible for the
capital's population alone to
double to eight million in the last
decade.
Marta Chavez de Valazquez,
secretary general of the
Department of Agrarian Affairs,
told the first batch of resettled
peasants:
"We are confident that you will
overcome the jungle and convert
it into a new zone of production,
raising your standard of living and
widening the rural horizon or
.Mexico."
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Mexico Government
Relocates Peasants
To Jungle ~erritory

Photo by Chuck Fcil

The International Folk Dance Club will present its third annual
performance May 16 at 7:30 p.m. in the Union Ballroom. Shown
practicing are Joan Woody (Germany), Gary Heetir (Germany), Bill
Walfenden (R.F.S.F.R.) and Shelley Joslin (Ukrainian S.S.R.).
Admission charge is $1 for adults, 50 cents for students.

Dance Group

Folk Dancing Club to Perform Sunday
Dances ranging from Scottish
flings to Prysiadskas from the
Ukraine will be performed by the
International Folk Dance Club in
its third annual performance
Sunday evening at 7 ;30 in the
Union Ballroom.
Co-sponsors Rudy Ulibarri and
Charel King teach the 25 members
the folk dances.
The program will include 20
dances from Israel, Russia,
Yugoslavia, Germany, Hungary,
Mexico, and the Balkans. The
ethnic costumes the dancers wear
are made by the girls in the group
"and by some of the mothers,"
said King.

Rehearsal for the Sunday
performanqe has been constant
throughout the year. The club
meets twice a week, Tuesday and
Thursday, for ·a couple of hours
each night, plus giving one or two
shows a week.
A member of the club said the
most difficult part of learning the
dances was the different rhythms.
"In some of the dances-if you get
lost-you've had it," she said.
Adwjssion will be charged for
the Sunday Performance, $1 for
adults and 50 cents for students.
King estimated the dance club
had performed 25 times in the
past year. "We go wherever we are

Health Fair
Various ways of teaching
elementary school children about
drugs, mental health, sex, family
responsibilities and other topics
will be illustrated in about 50
exhibits at the Health Education
Fair May 13 and 14 at Santa
Barbara Center, 1410 Edith NE.
Displays will be open from
9:30 a.m. until 4:30 p.m. both
days. The fair is sponsored by the
health education department of
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cooperation of the Nutrition
Planning Project at the UNM
School of Medicine.
Mondragon plays his guitar to
begin the commercial, then talks
about everyone's "righj; to eat
right." He urges lower-income
families to check into the possibility of getting food stamps, and
using the school lunch plans for
their children.
The announcements were made
in Spanish and in English. By
September, the Nutrition Planning Project hopes to also have
radio announcements in English,
Spanish and Navajo.
Francis LeBaron, professor of
biochemistry at UNM School of
Medicine, is project chairman. Bill
Elliott is project director, and
Margo Schuster, a research associate with the Medical School,
was technical consultant on nutrition for the films.
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al.baquer2que~

TV Stations Air. Service Spots

Albuquerque's three commercial
television stations, and the Roswell TV station, will begin running public service announcements next week featuring Lt.
Gov. Robert Mondragon talking
about good nutrition.
The television announcements
were filmed by the U.S. Office of
U~NM~':"';:::::;::::-::::::.;:;;:::;:;:::;::;::~~;:::;::;::::E:;c:;on;:o;:m;:=ic::O~p~p;=:ortunity with the

invited-we have danced at
intermissions of dances, nursing
homes, and many of the schools
in Albuquerque."
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caps and gowns.
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UTEP Favorite

Texas-El Paso is a solid choice
to win the ninth annual WAC
track and field championships at
the University of Arizona Friday
and Saturday (May 14-15), but
the Miners dare not look back be-'
cause Brigham Young is gaining
on them.
Finals in the 3,000-meter
steeplechase, long jump and distance
scheduled for Friday
night, with all other finals to be
run off Saturday night. All events
will be held in Arizona Stadium.
In latest WAC statistical rankings in the same 18 events to be
held in the conference championship, Texas-El Paso owns a comfortable-but dwindling-lead.

Q

Uncluttered
Clean-Cut·

•

Track Title

Scoring the stntistical ranking
on the same 10-8-6-4-2-1 basis
that the meet will be tabulated,
Texas-El Paso earns 1601J, points,
followed by Brigham Young's
125% and New Mexico's 1ll.
That's a pretty wide margin but
the same tabulations two weeks
earlier gave the Miners 1611/3
points to BYU's 112 1/6. Thus in
the short space of two weeks the
· Cougars have cut the point spread
from 491/6 to 24%.
Obviously, the teams will score
differently in the meet, but there
is no question but that the big
three are Texas-El Paso, Brigham
Young and New Mexico.
Other current statistical rankings place Arizona in fourth with
44 points, Arizona State in fifth
with 43% points, Wyoming in
sixth with 25, Utah seventh with
22% and Colorado State eighth
with 14.
Texas-El Paso owns awesome
strength in the sprints, shot put,
discus and pole vault, but could
be completely blanked in the 440
and javelin.
Brigham Young is overpowering in the 440 intermediate hurdles and three-mile run with good
potential in the discus, but almost devoid of point potential in
the sprints, long jump and pole
vault.
New Mexico's strength lies in
the middle distances ( 440 and
880) and the pole vault, but the,
Lobos are hurting in the steeple
chase, three-mile run, shot put
and discus.

· On the surface, it appears that
the meet will be decided in the
field events, where competition
based on best perfo1•mances this
year appears to be keener and
closer.
Mann also will defend his 440
dash title, while teammate Dave
Hindley is defending king in the
steeplechase
and
three-mile.
UTEP returns champions Harrington Jackson in the 100 and
220, DeBenardi in the discus and
Mona1•i in the shot put. Wayne
Jensen of Wyoming in the mile is
the other defending titlist.
UTEP suffered a blow which
could cripple teams with less
depth when ace halfmi!er Kerry
Ellnson was found to have infectious mononucleosis and is out
for the season. Gibson suffered a
pulled hamstring two weeks ago,
but is expected to recover.
Texas-El Paso will be after
the first track sweep in confer·
ence history since the indoor meet
was inaugurated, having already
captured the cross-country and
indoor crowns this year.
The African slave trade was
prohibited by the U.S. Congress in
1808,

Jaycees Host US, USSR;
In Hoop Tilt at U Arena
Four veterans of the Mexico
City Olympics are included in the
probable starting lineup for the
skyscraping Russian Olympic
Basketball team that takes on the
U.S.A. All-Stars in Albuq4erque
at Johnson Gym on May 26.
Averate height for the Russians
five starters is a whopping 6' 8".
The Russians are led by their
super star, 6' 5" guard Modets
Paulauskis. An Olympic veteran,
Paulauskis reportedly can do it all
with a basketball and may even
jump center. At the other guard is
the 27 year old Olympic veteran
6' 3" Sergei Belov. Belov is a
deadly outside shooter from the
20 to 25 foot range.
The tall front line is led by two
more Olympic veterans, 7'2"
Sergei Kovalenko at the center
and 6'9" forward Aljzan
Zharmukhamfdov, The only
non-Olympian in the Reds starting
five will be either 6'9" Alexsander
Boloshev or 6'8" Alexsander
Belov. Belov is the brother of the
guard Sergei Belov.
The Russians are preparing
their team for the 19.72 Olympics

Closs Rings
Unbelievable. College class
rings that are jewelry!
Rings so stylish, you'd wear
one for the sheer ornamentation of it. It's our antidote
to Establishment rings. On
our man's ring, you have
your choice of degree symbol or fraternity letters.
And the women's rings are
feminine. Just for women.
Not scaled-down versions
of the man's model. Come
see them-no obligation.

BICYCLE
STORAGE

THE MALL

Shopping Center
2256 Wyoming N.E.
Phone (505) 298-7587

a

FOUR CHANNEL
DECODER

HOUSE
..
""\:

Advance
Reservation
Suggested

.,,,. J·.'.,

ry

3011 Monte Vista N.E.

Storage
Begin May 24

for only 69.95
Get into 4-channel Now

HOURS!

in Munich. They hope to inflict the
first defeat ever on a U.S.A.
Olympic basketball team at. that
time. ·Quite different from the
Americans, who put their team
together from trials just a few
months before "each Olympic
Games, the Russians maintain
their national team together
continuously. And their
teamwork usually t·eflects this,
In the Mexico City Games, the
Russians were upset by Yugoslavia
in the semi-finals, The Slavs were
Jed by Cresmir Cosic, who led
BYU to the WAC title and into
the NCAA playoffs this past year.
The United States, led by Spencer
Haywood then went on to beat
Yugoslavia for the Olympic gold
medal.
Meanwhile, the sponsoring
Albuquerque Jaycees upon
hearing of the Russian line-up
went a scurrying to line-up players
in the 6' 8" to 7 '2" range for the
U.S.A. All-Stars. They hope to
land two outstanding players in
this range to go along with 6'8"
Willie Long.
The former UNM grad has
recently signed a high salary,
no-cut professional contract with
the Miami Floridians of the ABA.
He scored 15 42 points in his three
years for the Lobos to establish
the school career scoring mark
originally set by Mel Daniels, two
time ABA most valuable player.
Mail orders for this
inter na tiona] basketball classic
may be addressed to the
Albuquerque Jaycee, P.O. Box
2273, Albuquerque, N.M. 87103.
Reserved chairbacks are $4 each,
reserved courtside bleachers are
$'3, while general balcony
admission is $2. High school
students and children's general
admission is $1.50. Tickets will
not go on sale at any outlets until
May 17, as the Jaycees are
awaiting printing of the ducats.

CAMPUS BRIEF§
Regents' Meeting
The UNM Regents will consider
establishing an enrollment ceiling
for 1971-72 at UNM during their
meeting May 15, at 9 a.m. in the
Union council room.
At their April meeting, they
asked UNM President Ferrel
Heady to bring in specific
proposals to keep enrollment next
year in line with budget resources.

Chemical Lasers
Los Alamos Scientific
Laboratory chemist Walter Rice
will speak at UNM May-1.4 at 3:30
p.m. in room 10t""of the
chemistry building. His talk,
which is free and open to the
public, is on chemical lasers.

The UNM Wind Ensemble
presents its last concert of the
year May 17 at 8:15 p.m. in
Popejoy Hall, Student tickets are
50 cents, public $1.50.

Geology Seminars
Peter W. Lipman, U.S.
Geological Survey volcanologist,
will speak on Cenozoic volcanic
history of the southern Rocky
Mountains in a geology seminar
beginning May 14 at 1 :30 p.m. in
geology 105. The talk is free.

Fiesta Booths
Anyo11e interest.:d in
maintaining a booth for Fiesta on
May 20 from 1 to 5 p.m. should
contact Eleanor Romero,
277-4274 by May 14. There will
be no service charge but booths
must be provided by the
individual or group.

Pat King, a 6-1 guard from
Maywood, California, has become
the second member of the Bell
High School team to sign the
national basketballletWr of in tent
with UNM.
Earlier it was announced that
King's 6-6 teammate Richard
Porkorski would attend the
University of New Mexico and
become a member of the Lobo
freshman team.
King is considered a fine
prospect for a point man or guard.
The son of Mr, and Mrs. Roy
King, no relation to basketball
mentor Bob King, finished the
past season with a 24.8 point per
game scoring average and averaged
eight rebounds per game. Rated as
a good shooter and ball handler,
King also participated in track and
baseball and was the Most
Valuable Player in both sports.
He was twice named to second
five of the All·City cage team in
Los Angeles and after his junior
year was selected by one
California magazine as the Player
of the Year in a pre·season poll.
He narrowed his college
interests down to five schools
before deciding to attend the
University of New Mexico. He had
been recruited by Southern
California, Washington, Kansas,
Minnesota and UNM.

'.

City Auction
Albuquerque's annual public
auction will be held on May 15
beginning at 9 a.m. at the city
yards, 5501 Pino NE.
Merchandise will be on display
from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. May 14.
City surplus, unclaimed goods an'd
stolen articles confiscated by
police are sold at the auction.
Merchandise is to be sold to the
highest bidder.
The easiest way to get there
from the University is to take I-25
north. Take the San Mateo
turn-off and proceed on the
frontage road north for three
miles. The auction is close to the
Coronado Airport.

Ensemble Concert

Prep Hoop Star
Signs To Lobos

302S CENTRAL NE 2SS-48Sl

$4.95 per month

Chicano Studies Center
Gets New Coordinator

Quaker Service
A film concerning the Quakers'
role to aid war victims in Vietnam
will be shown in the Newman
Center May 16 at 7:30p.m. It is
free and open to the public.
After the film, Stefano
Barragato from the American
Friends (Quaker) Service
Committee will answer questions.

'Social Gathering'
Pueblo House of Coronado
Dorm will sponsor a "social
gathering" May 15 from noon to
6 p.m. at the Rockhouse. Persons
planning to go should contact Jim
Ellis or Steve Glover.

Carl Rakosi will read his works
May 14 at 8 p.m. in the honors
center lounge of Zimmerman
Library. Rakosi's appearance is
part of the GSA-ASUNM Poetry
Series, and is free and open to the
public.
Rakosi was associated with the
"Objectivist" group in the early
thirties. Some of his early work
was published in Ezra Pound's
"Exile" and "The Objectivists'
Anthology.''

French Drama
"Leo Burckart," a French
drama written by Gerard de
Nerval will be presented at 8 p.m.
May 16 in the Kiva by a UNM
theater class taught by Claude M.
Book.
The play will be presented in
French with English commentary,

7:00 a.m. 'til Midnight
.Across from Johnson Gym
Page§
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Guaranteed
Rebuilt
Engines
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10% Student
Discount
268-5169

You'll never taste
a colder beet:
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Art Sale
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The UNM Art Students
Association will sponsor an Arts
and Crafts sale May 16 and 17, in
the Union's North Ballroom.
Items for sale will include
ceumics, jewelry, prints and
drawings.
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TONITE

7:00 9:30

Urufa.rtan
Chu.reh
3701 Carlisle Blvd. N.K
24,5·1801
Services 9:30a.m. & 11:00 a.m.

Oylan-Poco-Byrds

The Navajo Rcjahc-a symbol of the all·
embracing faith of our church.

Moth or Earth-Joan Bao~
,.

Buffio S~into-Marle

YOU ARE NOT ALONE:

'•

Country Joe McDonald

If you don't believe ritual is relevant.
If you need to achieve a true sense of
your own worth.
If you believe patterns of dominance and subjection
should be individually not sexually determined.

Arlo Guthrie
•& Moro
Music Jll'ovldcd irt part l>y

Morn!11g Mallia Music

col1'Je rap with us-come as you are

. NEW MEXICO LOBO·

I

;_ ~

t ,

\ I II , , I I

•

SAT.-SUN.

1:45-4:20,

7:00 9:30

(j~$t across from Popejoy Hall)

lot a lillie Sumhlno In , .•

.

6015 Gibson SE

P. Balian Uno

2300 Centml SE

Mon,·Frl.
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VOLKSWAGEN
SPECIALISTS

The People's Coalition for
Peace and Justice will march on
the Albuquerque Selective Service
office May 14 beginning at 7 a.m.,
not Thursday as reported in
yesterday's Lobo. We regret the
error.

Eat,drink and be merry!

Stump Jumpin
Country Chaos

Home. of the Latest in Broiled Food
and the Homemade Sweetroll

GERMAN
AVTOMOTNE

Cold-Brewed B-B-8-Ballantine

The thh·d annual hoedown
sponsored by the Wagon Wheel
Square Dance Club will be held
May 14 at 8 p.m. in the Union
Ballroom. Tickets will be $1 for
couples or 50 cents per person.

Poetry Reading

establish a teaching staff since
. we've been granted a full-time
teaching equivalency." Next year,
a Ph.]). candidate in American
Studies with a Master's in Chicano
Studies will be teaching with the
program, and this summer
Mondragon will teach a
philosophy 101 section.

Lobo Goof

Square Dance

730 KC

1·5 pm

A former Catholic priest in
New Mexico, Jose Antonio
Mondragon, has been named
coordinator of Chicano Studies at
UNM, effecitve this September.
Richard Griego, present
coordinator of the program, said
he's leaving because "I'm a
mathematician, I'm not trained
for social science, I was hired for
one year to help set up the
program," he said. "There's a lot
of pressure on someone in this
position. Basically I'm just tired,
but I plan to remain involved with
Chicano Studies."
Griego initiated the Upward
Bound-College Enrichment
Program which combines federal
and state funds. He said he would
like to see Chicano Studies
expand its academic program next
year to include a "meaningful
tutoring program, a recruitment
and retention program and
counseling."
Griego's successor was chosen
primarily on the basis of past
experience. Mondragon was
former director of C'ticano
Studies at Hayward State 'ollege
in California and is
"representative of the new kind of
socially involved priest," Griego
said. The new coordinator is also a
native New Mexican.
The final choice was made in
early Apnl, after Chester
Travelstead, vice president for
academic affairs, approved
Mondragon.
Eventually Uriego said he
would like to see Chicano Studies
doing a lot more for student
services and to expand its
academic base. "We've started to

a KQEO promotion
ASUNM POPULAR ENTERTAINMENT COMMITTEE
presents
-in concert-

ELTON JOHN
plus

special guest stars

May 15
8:30 pm
UNM Arena
Tickets $4 advance $5 at the door
($3 advance with student I.D.)
on sale at SUB ticket booth

I 0
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ADVERTISING

CLASSIFIED
RATES: 7c per w,ord, 20 word I?ini..
mum ( $1.40) per hme run. If ad IS. to
run five or more consecutive days With
no changes the rate is reduced to 5c
per word and the minimum number of
words to 10.

WHERE: Journalism Building. Room
205J afternoons preferably or mail.
Classified Advertising
UNM P.O. Box 20
Albuquerque, N.M. 87106

TERMS: Payment must be made in fu]) prior to insertion of ndvcrtiscment

1)

5)

PERSONALS

RIDE EAST COAST FO.R TWO n~e~ed
first week in June. Wlll share dr1vmg
and expenses. Cnll 266-4196. 5/19
PEOPLE COME TOGETHER, learn nb?ut
homosexuality, bisexuality, pn.nsexual1ty.
Friday, 3~5 PM, Amistad Honors
Lounge, 5/14
RESIDENTS HALLS COUNCIL OFFERS
three $300 tuitions to. be . awarded ~
students planning to llvc m the Rest..
dence Halls. For information call 2775578 or 277-3695. 5/18
FREE UNLIMITED SPECIAL: conversation, alt~rnatives, friendly people. information
referrals, and coffee. At
Agora, N.w. corner Mesa Vista. 2'77a013. 5/H
NOTICE: ALL CLASSIFIED ADS must
be in l)y 3 p.m. to run the following day.

2)

LOST&FOUND,

LOST WEDNESDAY MORNING in
Popejoy, small red dog with green eyes~
Please call Barbara, 277·4294. 5/17
FOUND in Hokono Courtyard: High
School Ring, Ladies. Snntingo liigh,
1969. Initials B.J.W. Owner may claim
nt Journalism Bldg, Rm. 205.
GRAY MALE CAT, part siamese, with
blue eyes-has worn collar-none on
now, 298-3882, 5/19
FOUND: SLIDE RULE, found in Science
Lecture hall. 277-4589. 5/19
LOST: LONG·H:..A.::I:.::R.::E:..D:.:.....cS_IA_M_E_S_E::-.-i-n
vicinity of UNM, call 277-2966. 5/18
LOST: ').1. INCH RED AND gold turtle
pin. Southwest aren of campus. Sentimental value. Phone: 298-1772. 6/14

3)

SERVICES

RIDERS BACK HERE from East Coast
for Fall semester. Save ad. Contact me
nfter August 1st. Dick Kisluk, Coa Lane
Ansonia, Conn. 5/14
DRAFI'ING: CURVES, graphs, electromechr ink, peneil or plastic. After 6
and weekends. Mozer, 268-1258. 5/17
WATER COLOR PAINTING and drawing
N.M. lnndscn.pe with experienced tC"acher/artist. Reasonable foo, June, July,
August sessions. Contnet Brnce Childs for
information. 1200 Wilmoore S.E. Tel:
243-3393. 6/17
PASSPORT, NATURALIZATION, cnpplic.ation or identification photos, fast, and
inexpensive. Ncar UNl\1. Either call
265-2444, or come to 1717 Girard N.E.
5/6
.

4)

FORRENT

Scheduled to speak May 16 at
7:il0 p.m. at the First United

EMPLOYMENT

CIMARRONCITA RANCH CA111PS in
need of office help. Must type and take
dictation, but vast experience not neces..
sary. Camp dates June 10-August 2.
Cnll 242-0634 or 242-4454. 2/20
TEACHERS WANTED. S.W. and West.
S.W. Teachers' Agency, 1303 Central
N.E. Albuquet·que. Our 25th yenr. 5/21
ALASKA CAI.~J.,!'ING 1 Con:Struction, oil,
fishing, cannery, ten:crying, gov't, S!Jmmer jobs: cost of hvmg; further mfo
sources. $3 cnsh or M.O. for second
edition. Jobs In Alaska, Box 1566, An ..
chornge 99501. 5/14
LADlES l Need a summer job 7 Meet :People while you earn. Work where you live.
For information, calll Pat, 5293. 5/17

7)

derson; State Sen. John P. Eastham (R-Bern.), Senate minority
leader; and Sen. Tibo J. Chavez
(D-Val.), Senate majority leader.
The public is invited to the
meeting, last of four in a seminar.

Presbytet·ian Church, Locust at
Copper NE, are: ,
Former Gov. David F. Cargo
and Att'y Gen'l David Norvell,
rumored candidates fo1· the seat
now held by Sen Clinton P. An•

1967 CHEVY NOVA stationwagon, air
conditioned, new tires, radio; $1000. 2688245. 5/14
BLUE JEAN BELLS in all sizes. Now at
Lobo Men's Shop, 2l20 Central SE.

6)

Two potential candidates for a
U.S. Senate seat and two state
legislative leaders will exchange
ideas on the status of democracy
Sunday in a panel discussion
sponsored by an Albuquerque
church.
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the original uncut version

·:!tllnuututtt
1406 Eubank NE

298-4296

By CAROLYN BABB

Nose Route up El
Capitan Mt. at Yosemite

Ques.tions
answered
after show

50¢

ATTENTION
June Graduates

Photo by Ed Scobie

MUST HAVE RETAIL

Final Touch

EXPERIENCE IN MEN'S
APPAREL OR SHOES
.,._

Send resume to
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Demonstrators put a· finishing
touch on the wilderness barricade
blocking access to a swath cleared
for construction of the Ellis Loop
road.

Thomas Anzures

liE WOULD §WliM TlKE MKGlnTY OCEAN

P.O. Box 2047

ftor a

Milwaukee, Wis. 53201

PAMPERED MAIDEN_

law," said Bardin.

Some 30 demonstrators,
including UNM students, at least
one UNM faculty member, and
two or three small children went
ahead and planted two trees that
were brought to the site by

l'Jore::,:":~:.~:~:lisls
265-5901

AFilm bY Ernie PII11Dfl

ASUNM FILM COMMITTEE

l'holo by Pat McArdle

Ground breaking

tires" rear wJndow defroster, undercoat..
ing. $2895. 255-1711. 5/14

CONVERTIBLE, CLEAN 1960 Comet.
. $1000. 242-5226 & 242·1076. 5/19
BRAND NEW YAMAHA 12-atring wlth
hard·shell case. $160.00. 277-257J.• 5/17

· · Page ·s '

A horticulturist lifts his pick to
dig a hole for planting an
unauthorized tree at the Ellis
Loop road "Walk-in."

U Governance Committee
Gives Report on Tenure

valuabl~

1969 HONDA CL-90. Excellent condition.
$215.00. 277-2571.
l\1UST SELL CHEVY IMPALA 65, factorY air, exceDent condition. $875. Call
265·0513. 5/19
1970 OPEL G.T., 102 H.P., 4·speed. burglar
nlarm., 4 new :Polyglaa tires plus 2 snow

Barricade
After the 25 or more trees were
planted (most under two feet
tall), and watered with handfuls
of snow they were immediately
baptized a number of times by the
dogs people had brought along on
the outing. The planters then
began to drag large trees from the
forest edge, some of which had
been cut down to clear the
highway path. With 20 to 30
. people needed to carry a tree the
protestors built a barricade
between the newly planted trees
and the present road "to do
something to delay the road and
to protect the recently planted
"forest" in the strip."
About 20 people actually
walked the strip to show their
opposition to the proposed
highway. After the majority of
the protestors had left around
mid·afternoon, a small group
pulled up a forest sign, placing it
in front of their new "f0rest." At
the bottom of the sign were the
words: DO NOT CUT GREEN
TREES

Under the Secretary of
Agriculture's rulings in the U.S.
Conservation Code, Title 16 deals
with Protection of a National
Forest, rules and regulations. By
these rules failure to obtain a
special use permit results in a
trespass citation, because
trespassing is defined as carrying
on work without a permit .
Language Charge
Demonstrators could also have
been cited under the eode for
planting uninspected trees, using
inflammatory language,
obstructing a ranger, and
improper tree·planting methods
among others .
The forest service did not show
up in uniform, however, and no
citations were issued to those who
plan ted trees.

Among the groups represented
at ' 1 Walk-in" were the New
Mexico Wilderness Study
Committee, New Mexico
Penalties
Mountain Club (NMMC),
Bordin, speaking to the crowd Albuquerque Wildlife and
about the time of the first Conservation Association, New
planting, said he .hoped there Mexico Citizens for Clean Air and
would be no violation of the Water, Sierra Club, Zero
forest regulations a;1d informed Population Growth, UNM
the planters of the possible Mountain Club, and Friends of
penalties of their actions,
the Earth.

Enrollment Limitation Hits UNM

Free hstimatcs

unprocessed trace minerals. $3,50 for 50
lbs. Call 268-9206.

COMPLETE LINE OF LIGHTWEIGHT
foods !or outdoorsmen-Rich-111oor and
Wilsoh brands-Introductory snle: less
10%. 5/21

The transplants were described
by the planters as ones which
would not ordinarily have
survived, "trees that are too close
together, or being crushed by a
log or too close to a large tree."

"Anyone who plants a tree
could be charged under the
Destruction of a National Forest,"
he said, "We want to emphasize
our opposition to the Ellis Loop
highway project. A highway can
be built, a forest can't." Bardin
also said a symbolic green
cardboard tree with a highway
painted down the middle would
be planted in the place of the live
seedlings.

New Policy Keeps Increases at 9 Per Cent

NEW RCA TV portable $76. Must sell.
Call Rich 842-8210. 5/19
1964 HARLEY SPORSTER. 268-3086. 5/17
SKI BOOTS SIZE 10, almost new. $50,
Call Charles Hughes, 243-0995. 5/17
C0111PLETELY ORGANIC FERTILIZER

JUST RECEIVED 5 new component systems. These systems have AF-FM mnlti•
plex tuners with blackout dial nnd stereo
S-track player. Also comes complete with
Ja.rge delu:x: Garrard changer and separ...
ate boxed·in speakers. $110.96 each or
terms. United Freight Sales, 3920 San
Mateo N.E., Open 9 to 9. 5/10

individuals and other trees that
were dug up from the surrounding
forest.

Repair & :>laintcnancc
on all foreign cars

FIVE NEW STEREO amplifiers with AMFM multiplex tuner and 4·speakcr systEm. Has inputs for tape and phono.
$69.95 or terms. United Freight Sales,
3920 San 111ateo, open ~ to 9. 4/5
1971 SINGER SEWING MACHINES.
never been used. (7) fully equipped to
zig-zag, make buttonholes, etc. This is n.
first time offer and they will go fnst nt
$49.95 apiece. We have threaded them
for your inspection. United Freight
Sales, 3920 San llrateo, o:Pen 9 lo 9. 3/29
SUMMER SHIRTS-many colored T-shirta,
sleeveless, and strinp; knits. $1.50 to
S12.00. Lobo Men's' Shop, 2120 Central
SE.

-Not manure or compost. Has

The Forest Service failed to
carry through with its threats of
arrest and imprisonment when
about 30 of 200 protestors of the
proposed Ellis Loop Forest
Highway, who gathered Saturday
morning on the east side of the
Sandias, turned the walk·in
demonstration into a "plant-in"
by transplanting over two dozen
trees and a Forest Service sign
onto one of the strips cleared for
the road.
The organizers of the walk·in,
Gerald and Shela Bardin, said
they had expected a bigger
turn-out but felt the Forest
Service had scared many people
off with misdemeanor threats.
The demonstration was originally
planned as a plant-in but was
changed to a walk·in after the
Forest Service announced they
would issue citations which
carried penalties of $500 or six
months in jail for anyone planting
a tree without a permit.
Responsibility
The Bordins brought 100 fir
tree seedlings to the walk·in but
did not give them out on advice of
counsel who said the Bordins
could be held legally responsible
for the actions of the planters if
they distributed the trees.
11
We also have a corporate
responsibility to all the groups
who supported us and whose
names we used, not to break the

.

-

-

.

fails to Arrest Protestors in Ellis Loop Incident

SLIDE SHOW
May qth S:oo PM

EXPEDITIONS: Serious groups depart
July 6 & Sept. 14 for 6 or 10 weeks to
photogr&Ph & observe Hfe in a remote
Mayan village, or to explore and study
Mnynn Central America to Panama.
Costs $420 to $740. Details: Doka Expeditions, Inc., 2329 Saernmento, Suite
1, San Francisco 94115, 5/14
WANTED TO BUY: Men's or ladies 10
speed bicycle. Evenings-255-2151. 5/19
WANTED-FURNISHED within walking
distance of U.N.M. One bedroom apt.
$50-$100 per month or two bedroom
house or apt. $50-$125 :Per month. Call
Bonnie 242-0407, 5/14

--... ..............,

Forest Se~'Allows 'Plant-In'

OJbulrt

FORSALE

AMPEX CASSETTE STEREO, 5 months
old, S150 new. AL<o 30 blank laPC'l.
s1oo? 277-4576. 5/20
m mm
RED 1~61 CORYAIR, runs well, good
price, call 842-8572. 6/20
l'ANASONIC MODULAR STEREO SYSTEM.
C<>mPiete
with
AM-FIIl-FM
stereo multiplex tuner. Solid stnta nm·
plificr with fet. 4 speed ~urntablc with
diamond needle. 4 spPaker ~yst{!lll. Hc:ad
phon<?'l. Bought 9 months ago !or
8249.95. Will sell for 5160.00. Call 2686048. 5/17
WEDDING GOWN. Elegant, crepe, size
7/8. Veil. Reasonable. Tel: 266-5179.
5/18
1964 TRIUMPH SPITFIRE with three
tops, recently overhauled, $450, 124
Harvard S.E., Apt. 27. 5/18
TELEFUNKEN SPEAKERS, 9 speakers
in each cabinet $80. Sony TC·355 tape
deck $80. New RCA Portable $76. Must
sell. Call Rich 842-8210.
THREE NEW 1971 stereo consoles complete with large delux Gerrard changer
and 4..gpcaker system. $87.50 each or
terms. United Freight Sales, 3920 San
Mateo, open 9 to 9, 4/5

_.
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unseen for 35 years

MISCELLANEOUS

Nunn-Bush Shoe Co.

FIVE BEDROOMS AND STUDY, near
crunpus, June 10 to August 10, $250/
month ($220 with yardwork), 277-3243
or 247-8967. 5/18
FURNISHED ROOMS FOR RENT, Women students. UNM Summer Session.
E'·ening meal provided. 265-2188. 5/21
SUJI!MER SUBLET-3 bedroom bouse near
UNM-265·3212 niter 6. 5/17

5)

FORSALE

Politicians Discuss Status of Democracy

..--....._J~,

May 16
6:00 S:OQ 10:00 PM

0

SOMETHING SPECIAL!)
BLUEJAY
World famous fire eater
wz l perform his death defying act
at each and every 8how.

SUB Theatre

50¢ w/ID
ASUNM Film Co.mmittec

Jit.!qRaEL

1

11~1~~~'/l~t!!l~! 1:~~:~ 'I~~~~~~ /l~ ~ 1111 !l~~~l! \li:l

All elfll:lrolllc mauaz1n11 111 llmllltcan pop CUIIilro Wl1hl'laslles ltV:

Paul Krass nor· Richard PJYor. The Ace Trucking Company· Lenny Bruce· Joan Baoz ·Rhinoceros
Ron Carey. Tuli Kuplerberg · Sha·Na·Na ·Allen Ginsberg· Leona1d Cohen· Malcolm X· Potor Mill(

1

D'RD JoJ!);,~El\1101\

May 14 & 15
6:00

8:00

10:00 PM

SUB Theatre

50¢ w/ID
ASUNM Film Committee
NEW MEXICO LOBO

A suggestion that student recommendations, printed in a
opinion be considered a "major booklE>t, would be "widely
factor" in decisions concerning circulated" to students and
faculty promotions, faculty members.
reappointments and tenure was
The report called for formal
among organizational changes recogt1ition of student opinion "a
presented by the Committee on major factor in decisions
University Governance in their concerning promotions,
final report,
reappointment and tenure."
The committee presented their
Departments
final report to the UNM Regents
'fhe report said student
Saturday and then was officially participation in faculty promotion
disbanded. The joint decisions and in the tlevelopmcnt
student-faculty - administration of "courses and curricula" would
committee was created by the "be most effective at the
Regents in January, 1970.
departmental level."
The committee's report also
The ombudsman, pattemed
proposes a campus ombudsman, after similar offices in many large
an all-University Community universities, would seek "informal
Council advisory to the president solution of problems or
and urges codification of grievances.'' The ombudsman
University regulations, and sets up could recommend changes in
the mechanics of three judiciary University regulations, submit
bodies,
reports to judicial boards, and if
No Action
he does not "betray a confidence"
The Regents took no fot·mal
may publish the findings of his
action on the report but Calvin informal inquiries.
Horn, president of the board, said
"The ombudsman fits well into
they will discuss the items over the needs of the University. It is
the summer. Ed Hoyt, chairman an idea that is catching on at
of the Governance Committee, universities across the country,"
said t.he committee's said Hoyt.

Monday/ May 17, 1971

The UNM Board of Regents said while he believes a good
adopted a policy Umiting in-state/out-of -state mix enriches
enrollment for the coming fall the educational experience, he
semester at their meeting would rather cut off non-resident
Saturday.
students at 13 per cent than turn
The policy, submitted by UNM away large numbers of New
President Ferrel Heady, holds Mexico residents.
UNM to an increase of nine per
"We're just following the
cent over last fall's trend," he said. "We're not setting
enrollment-making a total it."
student population of about
Heady said many colleges have
18,500 for semester I, 1971-72, set quotas for non·resident
he said.
students at a minimum of 20 per
Whily Heady had no estimate cent of the total enrollment.
of how many potential students
Aeross the country, said Heady,
will have to be turned away from colleges expect to turn away
UNM next fall, he said "I don't about 50,000 qualified students
think the Regents should adopt - because of enrollment limitations
the policy unless they realize it this year.
will have to be enforced against
Closed Classes
some New Mexico students this
Because of crowding at UNM
time around."
this year, said Chester Travelstead,
In order to maintain the vice president for academic
present in-state/out - of·state mix affairs, "We had students by the
of students (13-14 per cent hundreds-literally hundreds-who
ou t·of·state ), Heady asked the couldn't get any classes they
Regents for "an understanding" wanted."
that no more out-of-state
At the same meeting, the
applicants will be accepted this Committee on Uhiversity
year until July 1-the application Governance submitted its report
deadline.
Enough Now
He said the Office ot
Admissions and records already
has accepted enough non·resident
students to make about a 15 per
cent mix now.
Once all the in-state students
who will attend UNM next year
Several proposed allocations to
have been admitted, students ca lnpus organizations were
hom other states· will be incorrectly reported in Friday's
considered.
Lobo story on ASUNM President
In accepting non-residents after Ken White's budget
July 1, the Admissions Office will recommendatiorts.
try to allow for students who have
Under White's proposals,
been accepted but will not show Chi callo studies would receive
up for registration, he said.
$2950 and Kiva Club would
Regents President Calvin Horn receive $4885.

and recommendations. The report
is the product of almost 15
months of meetings and
discussions with students, faculty
and administrators (see related
article, this page).
'
Also on the Regents' agenda
were contracts for remodeling the
old Law Building, drilling a water
well at the corner of Girard Blvd.
and C'ampus Rd., installation of
air conditionirtg units in Marron,
Mitchell and Bandelier halls and
an architectural contract for a
radiation therapy unit at
Bernalillo County Medical Center.
Hanna Plumbing Co. received
the contract for the well.
Henderson Construction Co.
received the contract for the Law
Building remodeling, and approval
of the contract for the air
conditioners was held up until the
nel!:t meeting.
Fla tow, Morrre, Bryan and
Fairburn will design the radiation
therapy unit.
Faculty contracts and requests
for sabbaticals and leaves for
research were also approved.

Lobo Goofs Up Budget Story
Spyrs would be given $60;
Agora would be given $2613; the
Poetry Series would receive
$3000; NROTC would receive
$344; Women's Coordinating
Centel' would receive $1000; a11d
the Clinical Law Pt·ogram would
receive $6500.
The Lobo t·egt·ets the t>rt·or~.

